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Abstract: Tyrosine, tryptophan, and phenylalanine are important aromatic amino acids for human health. If they
are not properly metabolized, severe rare mental or metabolic diseases can emerge, many of which are not researched
enough due to economic priorities. In our previous simulations, all three of these amino acids are discovered to be
self-organizing and to have complex aggregations at different temperatures. Two of these essential stable formations are
observed during our simulations: tubular-like and spherical-like structures. In this study, we develop and implement a
clustering analyzing algorithm using density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) to measure
the shapes of the formed structures by the self-assembly processes of these amino acids. We present the results in
quantitative and qualitative ways. To the best of our knowledge, the geometric shapes of the formed structures by the
self-assembly processes of these amino acids are not measured quantitatively in the literature. Analytical measurements
and comparisons of these aggregations might help us to identify the self-aggregations quickly at early stages in our
simulations and hence provide us with more opportunity to experiment with different parameters of the molecular
simulations (like temperature, mixture rates, and density). We first implement the DBSCAN method to identify the
main self-aggregation cluster and then we develop and implement two algorithms to measure the shapes of the formed
structures by the self-assembly processes of these amino acids. The measurements, which are completely in line with our
simulation results, are presented in quantitative and qualitative ways.

Key words: Clustering analysis, density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise, self-assembly, amino acids,
sphericity, cylindricity

1. Introduction
An amino acid is a molecule which has a carbon atom, called α -carbon, with an amine group, a carboxyl group,
a hydrogen, and an R group, or side chain, which determines the identity of the molecule. Some side chains
are hydrophobic, while some are hydrophilic, some are amphipathic. The 20 common R groups give rise to
the 20 common amino acids present in the human body. When two amino acids are connected to each other
covalently, they are joined through a peptide bond, where the carboxyl group of one amino acid connects to
the amine group of the next amino acid as the result of a dehydration reaction. When multiple of these amino
acid units are connected to each other, they form a polymer more commonly termed a protein. Thousands
∗Correspondence: uyaver@tau.edu.tr
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of different proteins are built from these 20 amino acids and are essential to normal human function. The
noncovalent interactions (hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction, pi-stacking, etc.) between amino acids
and surrounding solvent molecules play a very important role in the protein folding process, but not all protein
folding, because some may require some folding moderators [1]. Since proteins are polymers of amino acids,
amino acids are the core units in the protein folding process. In the case of protein folding, the amino acids
interact with one another but are restricted in how they can interact by their relative location on the polymer
strand which governs their proximity, as well as limitations in rotations around the protein backbone which
limits the angles of the approach of one amino acid to another in the same protein. When single, isolated
amino acids are considered, the same noncovalent interactions are at play, but with much more freedom. Many
of the fundamental amino acids are known to form self-assembled structures [2–5]. The understanding of this
self-assembly process is of high importance in the study of metabolic diseases and also in material science.
For instance, phenylalanine (Phe) molecules assemble into different nanostructures like 4-fold, fibrillar, or zig-
zag structures. The accumulation of Phe molecules due to a genetic disorder occurs in the disease known as
phenylketonuria (PKU). PKU is fairly rare worldwide with the highest degree of prevalence in Turkey and some
of the lowest degrees of prevalence in Finland and Japan [6]. The management of this disease requires constant
attention to what is being consumed in the affected individual’s diet since phenylalanine naturally occurs in
many food sources. There are low adherence rates to the strict diet needed to maintain recommended blood
phenylalanine levels, especially in adolescence [7]. If this disease is left unmanaged, severe neuro-degeneration
occurs. Different degenerative diseases are connected to other isolated amino acids [8]. The study of the self-
assembly of single amino acids is still less worked out compared to the cases of many peptides. Recently, in
our molecular dynamics simulations, we have investigated the self-assembly processes of the amino acids with
aromatic rings, namely, phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine (Tyr), and tryptophan (Trp) [9–12].

Investigating these formed structures is important to elucidate the aspects of the self-assembly processes
and to understand the resulting structures. Since the self-assembly process can be seen as making clusters
or groups based on the chemical attributes between the molecules, clustering analysis is mostly done on the
obtained data. Clustering analysis is the task of grouping a set of objects, in the case of the self-assembly of
individual amino acids, it is a set of molecules, in such a way that the objects in the same set or cluster are
seen as members of a structure even though they are not linked by covalent bonds. The algorithm of cluster
analysis is not specific, but it may require an extensive effort. Popular methods to determine a cluster are
evaluating small distances between objects, dense areas of the data space, intervals, or particular statistical
distributions [13–16]. The clustering is not an automated task, but an iterative calculation that is needed to
figure out the clusters on the data. It is a commonly used technique in various areas from biology to social
science.

This work is devoted to the structural analysis of the self-assemblies of aromatic amino acids, namely
Phe, Tyr, and Trp. We take the data obtained in our previous molecular dynamics simulations [10] and focus
on describing them mathematically as cylindrical and spherical structures (see Figure 1). In this figure, we
display the snapshots of one typical cylindrical structure and one globular or spherical one. We investigate the
structures of the molecules of the amino acids implementing the DBSCAN algorithm. We analyze several of
these formed structures in terms of how far they deviate from a perfect cylindrical or spherical shape. Any other
remaining structure is not included in the paper. The paper is outlined as follows: In the next section, after
giving the details of the system and method, we describe the mathematical aspects underlying in the analyses.
Next, we present the results and provide our discussion.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Some of the structures obtained in the simulations of aromatic amino acids. (a) Cylindrical “tubelike”
structure (Tyr molecules at 350 K in the picture). The cross-sectional view of this structure is given on the right. (b)
Globular spherical structures (Trp molecules at 275 K in the picture). The data were taken from [10].

2. Materials and methods
We use the data from our previous work [10], where the aromatic amino acids, Phe, Tyr, and Trp, were simulated
using Gromacs software at four different temperatures, namely T = 275 K, 300 K, 325 K and 350 K, and were
shown to form various nano-structures including 4-fold (or tube-like) structures or just aggregation (globules).
In the current work we have made our analyses over 30,000 frames per each amino acid per temperature. The
self-assembly of aromatic amino acids at different temperatures seems to take the shape of either a cylinder-
like tube or sphere-like aggregation. To have a better analytical understanding about the formation of these
structures, two measures are used in this study. We apply one cylindricity measure for cylindrical aggregations
and use the well-known sphericity measure for spherical formations [12]. We have also taken the ratio of the
largest cluster to the total number of molecules into account to reflect the contribution of the degree of clustering.

2.1. Clustering

DBSCAN is a deterministic and density-based clustering algorithm, where data points are searched for the
regions of different data densities. In this algorithm, density regions are clustered based on data densities
[17, 18]. This algorithm is less irritable to occupants and able to find clusters of improper shapes. If a density
criterion, minimum number of points within a radius, is fulfilled, these points are connected and an impulsive
shape is drawn to consist of these points. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary occurrence (p) in a data
set (D) and acquires all distances of D with respect to the radius of the neighborhood of a point based on a
distance (Eps) and to the minimum number of points required to be in a cluster (MinPts). Eps can be selected as
Euclidean, Manhattan, or Minkowski metric. DBSCAN locates data points within Eps distance from the centers
of the clusters [19]. It is widely implemented in the research of satellite images, X-ray crystallography, anomally
detection in temperation and so on [20]. For example, Abdolzadegan et al. [21] benefited from the DBSCAN
algorithm to detect the diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) from EEG (electroencephalogram) signal.
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The algorithm and its usage are still of high interest. The authors in [22] utilized the DBSCAN as minimizing
the search area in digital images for single and multiple copy-move forgery detection and localization. Zhang et
al. [23] applied the DBSCAN method in another very common research on belief-rule-based system, where they
suggested an approach to reduce extended belief rule base. An improved DBSCAN algorithm was implemented
at visible light communication systems to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and weaken the damage of noise
to the communication quality [24]. A few more studies utilizing the DBSCAN algorithm in different fields
of research can be found in very recent studies [25–28]. On the other hand, importantly, in a recent article,
the authors [29] searched a way to determine the correct values of the DBSCAN parameters, by detecting the
sharp increase in distance. The approach in this study may reduce the difficulty of estimating the DBSCAN
parameters. A modification of the DBSCAN algorithm was proposed in [30], in which the clusters with various
data densities in a given set of data points are recognized, but in an efficient way in clustering a set of data.
In a separate work, the same authors proposed an efficient method for solving the multiple generalized circle
detection method [31], in which a combination of the k-means and DBSCAN algorithms is achieved.

To measure sphericity or cylindricity of the formed structures, we first need to identify the isolated
monomers, if any exists. After removing these isolated monomers, we obtain a large cluster, “major cluster”,
the shape of which will be studied in the following sections both in terms of sphericity and cylindricity. C-α
atoms at each molecule are considered to be the center of mass, representing that molecule, which is used for
the clustering process instead of all atoms (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. (a) Aggregation of 27 Tyr molecules. (b) Isolated monomers are identified (black dots) and removed to obtain
the major cluster (red).

The clustering process is achieved by using the DBSCAN algorithm as characterized in [17, 32, 33]. All
core and noncore molecules within a radius of Eps form a cluster. All other molecules, which are further from
any molecule at that cluster than the radius of Eps, form either another cluster or outliers (in our case they
are called isolated molecules). For sphericity measurement, after manually tuning, the parameters needed for
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the algorithm are selected as Eps = 8 and MinPts = 4, whereas for cylindricity measurements they are selected
as Eps = 7 and MinPts = 3. The parameters for these two cases are given in Table 1. Euclidean metric is
used for the Eps parameter. DBSCAN has mainly three strong properties for our purpose as compared to
other clustering algorithms: (i) DBSCAN does not need prior knowledge of the specific number of clusters. Our
data consists of 30,000-time frames for each amino acid, where the major cluster formed due to self-aggregation
should be identified, (ii) the self-aggregation process ends up in a large major cluster and a few outliers, in our
case the monomers, nearby. Since the clustering of self-aggregation can be mainly seen as a density-based spatial
clustering problem, the outlier molecules correspond to the noise in the clustering problem, which can be easily
handled by the DBSCAN algorithm (as its name suggests), (iii) the self-aggregation observed in three amino
acids are mostly in spherical or cylindrical shapes. DBSCAN is known to identify clusters in arbitrary shapes
as opposed to some other algorithms like the k-mean, k-mediods, Gaussian mixture modeling which usually
cluster well enough a specific class of shapes. Thus, this algorithm is less irritable to occupants and able to find
clusters of improper shapes. On the other hand, the well-known algorithm DBSCAN may have limitations if
the data set is too sparse and the densities vary considerably. Moreover, if the system consists of a huge number
of particles, one may need to make a special effort for the performance of the calculation. If the data contains
multiple regions with different densities, DBSCAN might not cluster properly. It is important to emphasize that
our data at each time frame is reduced to 27 points (C-α atoms). Therefore, there is not much room to have
multiple clusters with different densities. At each time frame, we have usually either a large major cluster and a
few outliers, or a medium-sized major cluster and one or two minor clusters. The success of DBSCAN clustering
depends highly on the parameters of MinPts and Eps. Inappropriate selection of these parameters might end
up with less suitable clustering. We have manually selected and tested different parameters, and observed that
the parameters given in Table 1 provide us with satisfactory results for our purpose. The DBSCAN algorithm
has difficulties to cluster high-dimensional data; however, our data set contains only the 3-dimensional spatial
coordinates of the atoms. Thus, we do not suffer from the so-called “curse of dimensionality”. For these reasons,
DBSCAN is preferred over other clustering algorithms to distinguish the monomers from the major cluster.

Table 1. The parameters of DBSCAN at estimating sphericity and cylindricity.

Sphericity Cylindricity
Eps 8 7
MinPts 4 3

After the DBSCAN algorithm is implemented, if there is a major cluster with an aggregation of 4 molecules
or below for cylindricity and 12 molecules or below for sphericity, then these aggregations are counted as
“nonsignificant” and those time frames are excluded from our quantitative analysis. This incident occurs at the
early stages of the simulation, where the molecules still need time for proper aggregation.

2.2. Sphericity

Classical compactness of a 3D object can be interpreted as the relation between the object’s volume and its
enclosing surface area. The measure is given as A3/V 2 , where A and V represent the area and the volume
of the object respectively; hence, it is dimensionless [34]. The essential property of this measure for our study
is that the sphere minimizes the measure by 36π . The well-known sphericity [35, 36] is specifically defined to
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measure the compactness in sphere-like objects and can be defined as follows:

Ψ =
(36V 2π)1/3

A
, (1)

where V and A represent the volume and area of the shape, respectively. This measure is maximized for a
perfect sphere at value 1.0 and decreases as the shape diverges from a perfect sphere. In our study, we first
use the DBSCAN [17,18] algorithm to cluster the molecules as defined above. Any cluster consisting of less
than 12 molecules is considered to be an ignorable cluster and is therefore disregarded. Then, we created a
3-dimensional minimum envelope around the major cluster, which encloses all C-α atoms and hence provides
us a 3-dimensional solid shape for the amino acid assembly (see Figure 3). After that, the volume and the
area of this shape are measured to calculate the sphericity of the shape. Finally, the effect of the ratio of the
number of molecules forming the spherical shape to the total number of molecules is also considered. Since a
sphere-like structure in a crowded aggregation is more significant for our purpose compared to a perfect sphere
formation in a tiny cluster, we have taken this effect into consideration by multiplying sphericity with the ratio
of the number of the molecules in the major cluster to the total number of molecules and thus defined weighted
sphericity measurement:

ΨR = R×Ψ, (2)

where R is the ratio of the number of molecules in the major cluster nc to the number of all molecules nall . If
all molecules form a single aggregation (i.e. there are no isolated monomers or small clusters), then R reaches
its maximum value 1. Hence, ΨR is maximal at R = 1 if all molecules form a perfect sphere and thus can take
the values between [0,1].

Figure 3. Sketch of the aggregation of 27 Trp molecules at 275 K and 300 ns.
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2.3. Cylindricity
Cylindricity measures are of high interest in the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of systems, like liquid injection
systems. There are many ways of defining the cylindricity of an object. One way is, for example, the minimum
zone method of analysis [37, 38], in which an ideal error value is approached and International Organization for
Standardization standard is verified [39, 40]. Murthy conducted the measurement and evaluation of cylindrical
objects through the algorithm based on the orthographic projection of the axis of the cylinder and normal least
squares fit [41]. Considering that zone construction is a very complex geometric problem, and considering that
even the zone hyperboloid technique does not fit to the solutions of many problems, Lao et al. proposed a
method in which axis estimation and hyperboloid technique provide an integrated methodology for cylindricity
evaluation [42]. On the other hand, the limitations of the measurement instruments and techniques for
cylindricity were analyzed in [43], where possible improvements were also studied.

To measure the degree of a cylindrical structure formed, we have developed a simple application of
cylindricity. After the major cluster is identified, we first calculate the 3-dimensional line of best fit, which
passes through all molecules (Figure 4). The standard deviation of all molecules to this line gives us an
analytical understanding of how uniformly the molecules are distributed around this axis. In a perfect cylinder,
the standard deviation would be 0, since all points on the surface of this hypothetical cylinder have the same
distance to this axis. Therefore, as this deviation increases, we can state that the similarity of the shape
to a perfect cylinder decreases. The number of molecules in the major cluster has also a significant role in
determining how strong the formation of molecular assembly is. We have taken this effect into consideration
by dividing the standard deviation explained above by the ratio of the number of all molecules in the major
cluster to the number of all molecules:

φ =
σ(di)

R
, (3)

where di is the distance of the ith molecule to the best line of fit, σi is the standard deviation operator, R is
the ratio of the number of molecules in the major cluster to the number of all molecules, and φ is the weighted
cylindricity, which can take the values between [0, ∞ ]. The reason R contributes as a fractional parameter is
that φ , on the contrary of sphericity, decreases as the aggregation is more cylinder-like.

3. Results
3.1. Sphericity
The ratio of molecules in the major cluster to all molecules might have a significant role in the sphericity measure.
To have a better understanding of ΨR , Table 2 summarizes the average R over 250-3-00 ns of simulation results.

Table 2. The time averages of R between 250 and 300 ns for all 3 amino acids at 4 different temperatures when
clustering for sphericity.

Amino acid 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
Tyr 0.8005 0.4972 0.9134 0.9056
Phe 0.5758 0.2552 0.5352 0.5868
Trp 0.8469 0.6911 0.3912 0.6916

For Phe at 300 K, for example, a very low value of R indicates that for those 50 ns the molecules are
not very well assembled and while ordered assemblies may be observed, they are relatively unstable in time. In
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Figure 4. Line of best fit through all the molecules.

contrast, Tyr assemblies at high temperatures give very high R values indicating that most of the molecules
are found in the major cluster throughout the final 50 ns. The weighted sphericity measurement ΨR for all 3
amino acids at different time intervals are given in Tables 3–5.

Table 3. Time averages of ΨR for Tyr at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 0.3714 0.3382 0.4054 0.4307
100–200 0.5452 0.5054 0.4874 0.5663
200–250 0.5405 0.4891 0.5655 0.5639
250–300 0.5444 0.4583 0.5748 0.5606

Table 4. Time averages of ΨR for Phe at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 0.3470 0.3513 0.3927 0.3476
100–200 0.3986 0.4170 0.3905 0.3748
200–250 0.4927 0.3754 0.3574 0.3744
250–300 0.4369 0.3582 0.3886 0.4107

Table 3 supports the qualitative observation that Tyr molecules equilibrate relatively quickly at all
temperatures compared to the other two aromatic amino acids. However, at 325 K, Tyr molecules continue to
change their shape roughly up to 200 ns and only then start to stabilize. Tyr molecules assemble at 325 K in
slightly more sphere-like structures compared to other temperatures. At the time interval of 250–300 ns the
deviations of the formed structures from being a perfect sphere (ΨR = 1) is calculated as 0.4252%, 0.4394 %,
0.4556%, and 0.5417% for the temperatures 325 K, 350 K, 275 K, and 300 K, respectively. Thus, the degrees
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Table 5. Time averages of ΨR for Trp at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 0.5418 0.5394 0.4732 0.4328
100–200 0.5757 0.4839 0.4385 0.5490
200–250 0.6896 0.4908 0.3766 0.5499
250–300 0.6754 0.4733 0.3903 0.4645

of sphericity are
Ψ325K

R > Ψ350K
R > Ψ275K

R > Ψ300K
R .

Phe molecules exhibit low ΨR at all temperatures. One important reason for this is the relatively low
average values of R . This fact is in agreement with [10], where Phe molecules are found to be in more fluctuating
structures compared to Try and Trp molecules. In the last 50 ns, the deviations from being a perfect sphere
are 0.5631%, 0.5896%, 0.6114%, and 0.6418% for the temperatures 275 K, 350 K, 325 K, and 300 K. Thus,

Ψ275K
R > Ψ350K

R > Ψ325K
R > Ψ300K

R .

The structure formation rates of Phe molecules at all temperatures are similar, where the molecules reach
close to their final form approximately after 100 ns.

When we compare the equilibrium states in the last 50 ns, Trp molecules at 275 K have the strongest
sphericity among all 3 amino acids. As calculated for Tyr and Phe molecules above, the deviations of the
structures from being a perfect sphere in the last 50 ns are 0.3246%, 0.5267%, 0.5355%, and 0.6097% for the
temperatures 275 K, 300 K, 350 K, and 325 K, respectively. Thus, the degrees of sphericity are:

Ψ275K
R > Ψ300K

R > Ψ350K
R > Ψ325K

R .

At 300 K and 325 K, the decline in sphericity after 100 ns is especially notable. The evolution of ΨR at
275 K and its moving average is depicted in Figure 5.

0                50             100             150             200             250             300
Time (ns)

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

R    

Figure 5. Evaluation of ΨR and its moving average (yellow line) for Trp at T = 275 K.
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Consequently, when all 3 amino acid types are compared at the temperatures they reach their highest
weighted sphericity average ΨR between 250 and 300 ns, Trp exhibits the highest sphere-like formation:

ΨTrp,275K
R > ΨTyr,325K

R > ΨPhe,275K
R .

3.2. Cylindricity

The ratio of molecules in the major cluster to all molecules also has an important impact on the cylindricity
measure. We give the average of R between 250 and 300 ns for all 4 amino acids in Table 6.

The cylindricity measures for all 3 amino acids at different time intervals are given in Tables 7–9. Tyr
molecules exhibit a cylindrical shape at 350 K, which is in line with our simulation observations.

Table 6. The time averages of R between 250 and 300 ns for all 3 amino acids at 4 different temperatures when
clustering for cylindricity.

Amino acid 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
Tyr 0.7861 0.5137 0.9071 0.8999
Phe 0.4623 0.4215 0.5138 0.5630
Trp 0.8034 0.6401 0.4577 0.6754

Table 7. Time averages of φ for Tyr at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 3.8435 4.2351 3.0616 2.8542
100–200 2.5535 3.0970 2.6313 0.7709
200–250 1.8967 2.6158 2.8321 0.6293
250–300 1.7229 3.4249 2.8342 0.6198

Table 8. Time averages of φ for Phe at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 3.6790 4.1312 3.0770 3.7167
100–200 3.2665 2.5203 1.8767 3.5574
200–250 2.8318 2.4996 2.1288 2.4459
250–300 2.8670 2.5545 1.9667 1.5129

Table 9. Time averages of φ for Trp at 4 different temperatures.

Time interval (ns) 275 K 300 K 325 K 350 K
0–100 4.0080 3.4203 3.1520 2.3958
100–200 3.1043 3.2516 3.0593 2.1426
200–250 2.9322 2.8113 2.3792 2.2987
250–300 3.0268 2.5574 2.2756 1.4113
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Furthermore, the aggregation is achieved after approximately 100 ns. Thus, a stronger and quicker
formation is obtained at this temperature compared to other temperatures. It is also interesting to observe that
although R at 325 K is sufficiently high for a complex structure, its cylindricity measure indicates that a good
cylinder-like shape is not formed. When simulation results are investigated, one can easily observe the reason
behind these values: A crystal-like shape is formed at 325 K.

φ350K < φ275K < φ325K < φ300K

Phe molecules indicate the most cylinder-like shape at 350 K. This temperature is followed by 325 K,
300 K, and 275 K, respectively:

φ350K < φ325K < φ300K < φ275K

At temperatures 300 K and 325 K, the aggregation process appears to be fast, since the average φ does not
change a significant amount after 100 ns. Furthermore, by looking at Table 7, we can easily deduce that the R
of Phe molecules are clearly lower than the other two; hence, they aggregate weaker among all amino acids.

Trp molecules have the most cylinder-like shape at 350 K, which is followed by temperatures 325 K, 300
K, and 275 K. It is important to note that at 275 K, the average in the first 100 ns does not improve in the last
50 ns. Considering that Trp molecules aggregate to a sphere-like structure at this temperature, this value is
in agreement with our sphericity measurement and thus can be given as the reason for the slight decrease and
then increase between 200 and 300 ns. From Table 8, we deduce:

φ350K < φ325K < φ300K < φ275K

Consequently, all 3 amino acids reach their lowest cylindricity average between 250 and 300 ns at 350 K.
At this temperature, Tyr reaches the most cylinder-like formation among all 3 amino acids, which is also on
par with our simulation results:

φTyr,350K < φTrp,350K < φPhe,350K

The time evolution of φ at 350 K and its moving average is shown in Figure 6. We observe that the
system reaches its equilibrium structure around 130 ns, which is in full agreement with the result of [10].

3.3. Accuracy and performance
The detection results of the algorithm have been compared with ground truth, which is the process of tagging
the result of the algorithm for our data set and it is depicted in Table 10, where we investigate the number of
molecules out of the major cluster, namely the outliers, and or member of nonsignificant clusters. The outputs
in the table are in a perfect agreement. Clustering using DBSCAN for each time frame lasts less than 0.1 s on
average. The computations are conducted on a laptop with Intel i5-8250 and 8 GB RAM. The experimental
results show that the accuracy and the performance of the model are high.

The results of the clustering is also in agreement with the results of [9, 10], but here we focus on measuring
the shapes of the self-assembled structures quantitatively.

4. Conclusions and outlook
In recent years it has been established that many single amino acids self assemble into organized structures.
The fact that these assemblies occur from isolated monomers present unique challenges over the more well-
studied proteins which assemble from covalently linked amino acids. For example, within the field of protein
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Figure 6. Evaluation of φ and its moving average (yellow line) for Tyr at T = 350 K.

science, several decades of research has led to numerous and well-understood characterization methods for the
proteins themselves, as well as for the computational simulations of proteins. The number and availability of
tools to describe the single molecule amino acid assemblies and simulations thereof has not been as thoroughly
established. The current approach provides a novel tool to better characterize the simulation results of single
amino acids.

The tool includes an algorithm using the DBSCAN algorithm to measure two specific structures coming
from the molecular simulations in the field of biophysical science. Insights into these structures are of high
interest in biotechnology and health sciences. The described approach in the paper shows that the DBSCAN
algorithm can be successfully applied in the computational characterization of the structures of self-assemblies.
A measure on cylindiricty and sphericity might be used as a gadget to discriminate various important structures.

The code of the DBSCAN algorithm and the measures used on the data set are from our previous
molecular dynamic simulations [10] to identify the clusters in the self-assembled structures formed by aromatic
amino acids. Then, the cylindrical and spherical structures of the clusters are measured analytically and also
depicted graphically. The quantitative results obtained from these measures were in agreement with those of
previous qualitative studies.

According to the cylindricity measurements, we observe that all 3 aromatic amino acids, namely Phe, Tyr,
and Trp, have a higher degree of fibril-like aggregations at high temperatures, the reasons of which were discussed
in [10]. Especially formations of Tyr at 350 K are remarkably ordered and stable. Sphericity measurements
for Trp molecules showed that it has the highest spherical aggregation among all studied amino acids. On the
other hand, Phe has the lowest aggregation ratio R compared to the other two amino acids, meaning that it has
a relatively less stable or disorganized structure. However, despite having smaller major clusters, Phe exhibits
a fairly low value for cylindricity, albeit not the lowest. As described in the previous section, the cylindricity
parameter is lower for a more perfect cylinder. Thus, it would not be unfair to claim that Phe also achieves a
tubular shape, as temperature increases.

It is also important to recall that this work provides the measurement of the cylindrical and spherical
shapes formed by aromatic amino acids under certain conditions after a certain period. These conditions include
the temperature of the medium and the density of the distribution of the amino acid. If we observe the dynamics
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Table 10. Ground truth and detection. The red dots are either the monomers out of the major cluster (outliers) or
nonsignificant clusters.

Sample Time (ns) Ground truth Detection
Number Visual

Trp,
275 K 150 3 3

Trp,
300 K 220 1 1

Tyr,
325 K 140 5-7 7

Tyr,
350 K 230 2 2

Phe,
325 K 275 5 5

Phe,
350 K 284 9 9

of amino acids at a relatively early stage or change the temperature and density conditions, then the shapes
created by amino acids might be in nonspherical or noncylindrical forms, or even self-aggregation might not
occur at all. However, under the conditions mentioned in [10], the quantitative analyses in this study completely
match our observations from previous simulations [10] and thus provide us an analytical justification for our
naked-eye analysis.

In further work, one may develop this analyzing tool combining all measures within a deep learning
algorithm, which may estimate more aggregations types, such as planes, fibrils, and scattered structures, in an
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automatic way and give the relevant measures. A visual tool to track specific monomers or groups of monomers
may lead to the insight of the self-assembly mechanism. The importance of the self-assembly processes of pure
and mixed aromatic amino acids and similar units might become more clear with the use of such improved
tools.
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